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ASSESSMENT OF LANGUAGE OgoifireiET"ir STUDENTS
CC POLITICAL TECHNICAL, PRACTICAL AND MORAL

IMPERATIVES

Ed De Avila
"C/11

INTRODUCTION

Language proficiency testing of students from non-English speaking

prul backgrounds has, in the past fifteen years since the 1974 Lau v. Nichols
Supreme Court decision, undergone considerable change, sparked enormous
debate and created the need to re-examine our approach to language testing in
general.

Identification, Placement, Treatment and Reclassification

The process of identifying children as eligible for special language
services, placing them in programs, providing services and finally reassigning
them to mainstream dassrooms derives from several different sources including
federal and state law and has been referred to in various ways. The term "entry/
exit criteria* has been used to describe the assessment process used in identifi-
cation, classification, and reclassification. The term 'reclassification* refers to
the process of relibel ing, with the possibility of return to a " mainstream* or
English* classroom. Thus, for example, a student initially identified as
"Limited English Proficient" (LEP) may be "reclassified* as "Fluent English
Proficient* (FEP). However controversial or diverse the approach, the fact
remains that assessment (both formal and informal) of language proficiency is

found at every step.

Some Common Underlying Problems

Several aspects underlying the process of identification, placement,
treatment and reassignment have been particularly problematic. First, defini-
tiom driving the process have not been very clear or consistent. Second, there
has been a shortage of appropriate assessment devices which are both psycho-
metrically and linguistically sound. Third, perhaps because of these two
problems, testable or viable decision making models consistent with the need
to serve children who do not understand the language of the schools have not
been forthcoming.

A major difficulty in the development of entry/exit assessment models
and instruments stems from the fact that the lay theory underlying the concept
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oflanguage proficiency has not been particularly well defined. While a number
of recent shifts have occurred in our views regarding language proficiency
testing (O'Malley,1989), our understanding of language proficiency as a
scientific construct has not been fully operationalized.

It is well known in scientific investigation that if the elements of a given
phenomenon are not separately defined, it becomes difficult to opexationalize
the phenomenon as a whole, to understand the relative importance of its
elements and to use the results of scientific investigation in a constructive
fashion.

In this regard, current legislative definitions of language proficiency
based on an oral proficiency/academic achievement sequence may confuse
effect with cause and have contributed to the current state of affairs. Oral
proficiency results from the continuous interaction of child and linguistic
environment. It is the result of both nonformal and formal instruction.
Academic achievement, on the other hand, results from an organized presen-
tation of material normally imparted, often orally, by somebody trained to do
so. Howard (1983, p. 257) describes this distinction in terms of "explicit and
implicit" acquisition and knowledge of rules.

Oral language proficiency may be seen as providing the necessary
(although not sufficient) conditions for the development ofliteracy skills. The
notion that oral skills are an integral part of the development of 1 iteracy was a
guiding force in the lay theory used in the Lau vs. Nichols decision, which
provided the impetus for testing students from homes where English is not the
primary language. In this connection, however, De Avila and others (1978)
pointed out that " many second and third generation language minority groups
demonstrate 'survival English' that is, they score as English fluent on many
language screening tests but perform poorly on achievement tests." More
directly, De Avila and others stated, "Not all children fluent in English achieve
at the norm." Finally, in a large study involving nine different language
minority groups, De Avila and Duncan (1982) concluded that while oral
language (proficiency) in and of itself is not a sufficient condition for thinking
(as defined by intellectual development) it does seem to be critical for school
achievement."

De Avila (1987) has argued that "while oral language proficiency
seems to be a necessary condition for success in the mainstream, it is no
guarantee." Similarly, Cummins (1984) argued that assessment of simple
communicative skill or the assumption of educationa. sufficiency is misguided.
De George 1,1988) has even more recently commented that "the notion that
language skills (oral) alone may not be sufficient for a student to acquire
content-area knowledge has caused considerable rethinking among adminis-
trators and teachers about assessment procedures as they exist today." Finally,
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the need to reconsider ou: approach to the problem has been echoed by
O'Malley (1989), who (Ailed for an 'attendant shift from identifying isolated
language skills to gaining a broader understanding of a student's ability to
convey meaningfill utterances through speech and writing." Davies (1959)
implied much the same thing over thirty years ago when he outlined the
advantages and disadvantages of *integrative" and "discreet-point" testing.

Unfortunately, however, legislative interpretations of lay theoty have
often failed to include the distinaion between necessary and sufficient condi-
tions. In efforts to comply with federal, state and local requirements for
identification, placement and reclassification, districts have been left to their
own devices in the selection of instruments and procedures for combining
reading and writing and listening and speaking scores to make placement
decisions. This has led to a wide diversity of approaches some of which
unknowingly create more problems than they solve. Many districts, for
example, use currently available, standardized norm-referenced tests of school
achievement to fulfill federal and state requirements for assessment of reading
and writing. Some have gone so far as to use an oral language proficiency tests
to assess academic achievement (See EAC-WEST Newsletter, vol. 3, no. 1).
There are also a number ofdistricrs or states that exempt LEP students from any
form of achievement testing. On the one hand, the use of nationally norm-
referenced tests of academic performance carries a number ofproblems. On the
other hand, failure to conduct any assessment at all is also problematic. More
will be said of this later.

Both informal and formal techniques are used for ,he aSSOSSmerit of
oral proficiency. Informal procedures consist primarily of inten iews and/or
rating scales based on observations by the teacher or some other person. Formal
techniques include more direct testing of specific language skills, abilities and
behaviors within a standardized emironment. My own view is that the
distinctions between informal and formal procedures ha if more to do with
issues and differences in practice than with differences in substance. In other
words, observational techniques, rating scales and the like are subject (or should
be) to the same rigors (psychometric considerations) aS any formal test. The fact
that a process is informal in no way relieves it of its scientific burdens. Without
establishing both validity and reliability, rating scales are little more than self-
serving arguments for face validity.

Problems with Informal Approaches

A number of writers have argued, perhaps wisely, that standardized
approaches to the assessment of language proficiency should (musc) "be
accompanied by teachers' own judgments and observation data" (Canales,
1990). Unfortunately, however, we are left to our own devices on how to
combine these data, and arguments for the use of informal procedures and
multidimensional indicators have not been systematically implemented. Thc
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question becomes how do you make both informal and formal p rocedu res work
together systematically to everybody's satisfaction?

Hige and Coladarci (1989) reviewed sixteen published articles on the
relation between teacher ratings of student academic performance and perfor-
mance on standardized tests. According to these writers, the correlations
between the student ratings and test scans ranged from .22 to .92 with a
median of .66. The authors interpret these coefficients as moderate to strong
and contend that there is sufficient reason to re-evaluate their use in research
and instructional decision making.

The danger in this type of study is twofold. First, authors tend to
overinterpret correlational data. A correlation coefficient does not a finding
make. In other words, there is a good deal more to the establishment ofvalidity
than a single co.-relation coefficient. A median correlation of .66 is not
particularly strong. It suggests that, on the average, we can expect to find that
teacher judgment accounts for only forty-three percent (the square of .66) of
the total achievement test variance. Given the importance of placement
decisions, it would be dangerous to conclude that teacher ratings should totally
replace formal assessment. Second, the article by Hige and Coldarci lcaves the
impression, perhaps unintended, that their findings can be applied to the rating
of language proficiency. It is important to recognize that the studies reviewed
in the article refer to academic achievement and not to language proficiency.
The sarne criticism has been applied to studies by Ulibarri et al. (1981), Mace-
Matluck, Dominguez and Turner (1979) and Jackson (1980). De Avila (1984)
found that teacher ratings oflanguage proficiency were influenced by a number
of factors such 2S the teacher's language background, attitudes toward bilingual
and language minority programs and so on.

Given the present context in v hich test scores (or teacher observation
ratingsfscores) are used for placeme? i, the use of correlations to establish
"validity" is probably inappropriate. Correlations are measures of association
not measures of agreement. The issue is one of agreement between two
methods of identification, not one of association or pattern as is represented in
a correlation coefficient. A more appropriate statistic would be somethihg like
Kendall's Coefficient of Co ncordance o r a si mple Chi-Square test (see Kali nger,
1973, pp. 290-293). Although correlations are useful and interesting, they can
sometimes be misleading.

Finally, there is nothing inherently right or wrong with using a
teacher's judgment oflanguage proficiency. Aside from costs and other logistir
issues, the problems are in demonstrating standardization, reliability and
val id ity and the possible placing of teachers into a conflict of interest should test
results in anyway affect their employment states. See Gruein and Maier (1983)
for more detailed discussion on the uses of nonformal assessment techniques.
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Problems with Formal Approaches

When De Avila and Duncan (1976) reviewed the available oral
language tests in 1976, they found great diversity. Tests ieflected awide variety
of purpose, content, approach, method, standard =ion, validation and utility.
In fact, De Avila ar I Duncan had originally intended to review the psychomet-
ric properties of available tests. However, they found such diversity as to make
comparisons almost impossible. A number of issues that surfaced in 1976 are
still with us and apparently require further discussion. As will be seen, this
discussion necessarily leads to a general consideration of the concept of
measurement as applied to language testing.

The most pervasive problem discussed by De Avila and Duncan had
to do with definitions resulting from the differences in perspective between
legislative and scientific points ofview. The problem of how to define "limited
English proficiency" is as much an issue today 2S it was then. In an attempt to
orovide policy direction for schools faced with th r education of large numbers
of language minority students, the U.S. Office of Civil Rights prepared a set of
administrative guidelines known as the "Lau Remedies,* which were circulated
throughout the United States to assist districts in determining the linguistic
proficiency of language minority students (Crawford, 1989).

The problem was, as we argued in 1976, that the linguistic categories
referred to in the OCR document bore "no resemblance to operational
definitions found in the sciences... "What this means, unfortunately, from the
point of view of a researcher, is that there is no clear way of deciding how these
categories apply to actual behavior. . . (De Avila & Duncan, 1976).
Furthermore, the Lau Remedies offered no dircussion on how to combine
reading and writing assessment results with oral results in order to assess
language proficiency filly, and for a number ofyears their assessment has been
largely ignored. In other words, the Lau Remedies offered no clear way to
operationalize the construct of language proficiency through tests. We
maintained then, as we do now, that attempts to develop tests on the basis of
judicial and/or legislative recommendations, without consideration of techni-
cal issues, were bound for controversy at best and outright failure at worst.
History seems to have borne us out as many of the tars developed specifically
from the Lau categories have dropped from use.

De Avila 8c Dunn's review concluded that:

1. Different tests measured different aspects of language
(i.e., phonological, lexical, syntactic or pragmatic).
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2. Tests were inconsistent in the way they were
developed, validated, normed or used.

3. Few tests were based on dear explicit theory
regarding either purpose or method.

4. Many tests were based on default defini-
tions or theories of language development
that rendered measurement virtually mean-
ingless or impossible.

In 1976 little more could be done than to list available tests according
to what the tcst developers claimed to be measuring. However, this led to the
use of a set of nominal (descriptive) categories that was itself problematic.
Listing tests according to what developers and publishers claimed to be
measuring uncovered a second major definitional problem. Of the then
available tests (forty-six were reviewed), fifteen were classified as (or claimed by
the publisher to be) "language dominance" tests; twenty-three were language
proficiency" tests; and seven claimed to measure both 'dominance" and
"proficiency."

In searching for clarification of the terms "dominance" and "profi-
ciency," De Avila and Duncan found little in the literature to make the
distinctions between them clear. On the one hand, they found a great deal el"
discussion on the concept of language proficiency. On the other hand, they
reviewed over forty major texts and research references and found virtually no
mention o f the concept oflanguage dominance. In other words, there was little
discussion be found in the research or theoretical literatures to defend the
term as it was being used in practice.

It is noteworthy that the vagueness of the categories listed by the Lau
Remedies and the confusion over dominance versus proficiency led to attempts
to define and to place students in or out of programs without regard for their
actual ability to speak English or the home language (Dulay and Burt, 1980).
Dulay and Burt contended that identifica!" in and placement cnuld be made
primarily on the basis of "language dominance" or the stronger language.
Barnes (1979) went even further and used a Language Dominance Index to
show that the number of language minority students in need of help was less
than a third of that reported by O'Malley (1978).

In more recent discussions of the process of identifying students one
continues to find refercnct to the idea of "language dominance." One state
department of education refers directly to a determination of language domi-
nance as the second step in the process of student classification and placement.
These points regarding the problems that surround the identification process
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could not be made more clearly than in the recent Chapter I Rules and
Regulations, in which Chapter 1 applicants are admonished to identify eligible
students by using factors such as teacher evaluation of student performance,
language dominance tests in combination with other indicators that may be

'used separately, as a composite score or as a composite with weighing to select
children on a basis other than English language deficiency (Rayford, et al.,
1990).

Attempts to dal* the Chapter 1 Regulations (see Rayford et al.) seem,
unfortunately, equally misdirected in that the recommended models continue
to be based on the presumption that a test of dominance produces a clearcut
dichotomy between the home language and English. This has the effect of
leaving the second and third generation child (e.g., the spocho* or "Spanglish*
speaker) most at risk since test scores show many of these students to be limited
in both the home language and English According to De Avila & Duncan,
while a test oflanguage dominance may be a convenient way to satisfy the legal
demands of Lau (or a quick way to meet Chapter 1 rules), it tells us nothing
about the specific needs of an individual child. A student who ranks in the
seventy-ninth percentile in English and the sixty-fifth percentile in Spanish is
easily classified as English dominance. The real truth is that the child may hr..e
problems in both languages. The failure to distinguish between dominance and
proficiency has been pervasive, particularly in research on both the effectiveness
of bilingual education (Baker & De Kanter, 1973; Danoff, 1977; Rose'', 1989;
Willig, 1985) 2S well as on the cognitive effects of bilingualism (De Avila,
1987).

The problems with both the original Lau categories and the concept
of language dominance should be obvious. The fonner lacked adequate
definitionloperationalization whereas the latter lacks a normative base on
which to make comparisons. Unfortunately, much of the original thinking that
went into the formulation of both the categories and the idea that languages
were at war and that one would dominate the other, is still with us. This point
will become even dearer in _he following discussion.

There is certainly a need to appreciate the relative strength of the
child's home language relative to English (De Avila & Duncan, 1980). The
primary weakness in a "dominance* interpretation, however, is its lack of a
normative base. In other words, it is important to consider the child's
proficiency in the home langwige relative to English 2S well as the strength of
both in relation to proficient speakers of each language. In more technical
terms, there is a need to consider language proficiency both within (the
individual student) and between students (the individual student and other
students) as discussed in classical analyses of variance designs (see Kerlinger,
1973).
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What De Avila and Duncan concluded in their 1976 review was that
the concept of language dominance was driven more by socio-political
education concerns and a desire for a quick way to categorize students as either
English or home language dominate than by either linguistic or understanding
of student education needs.

In his recent review of current trends in language proficiency testing,
O'Malley has listed four major problems with most tests. O'Malley's list bears
great similarity to the concerns voiced by De Avila and Duncan over ten years
previously. It would appear that change is slow. O'Malleys criticism of current
tests falls into two broad categories. The first has to do with the question of test
content. O'Malley argues, like many others, that there is a need to test more
than simple oral/aural proficiency. He goes somewhat beyond others in
arguing that, in addition to the assessment of the four language skills (listening,
spealung, reading and writing), testing should include information on the
content areas as they affect reclassification decisions. On one hand, I'm not sure
about including content area assessment as it may confound antecedent
(limited proficiency) with consequent (academic achievement). On the other
hand, along with the Supreme Court and most state departments of education,
l certainly agree with the need to assess the four skill area,. The need to assess
a four skill areas has always been with us. We just haven't attended to it. The

failure to include measures of reading and writing stems from two problems.
First, there has been a dearth of appropriate tests, and second, we have had few
viable (empirically defensible) decision making models for combining the
results of the four seemingly different tests or measures. More discussion of this
issue follows in a later section.

O'Malley's second level of concern has to do with more technical
aspects of test construction and general issues of measurement than with the
concept of language proficiency per se.

He notes the following:

Having a single form of the instrument fails to reflect the need
for the repeated pre-post assessment of students in order to
determine growth, as is necessaly for program evaluation or
for monitoring student progress.

O'Malley's issue here is one of parallel forms. In order to avoid the
learning effects resulting from repeated administrations of the same test,
publishers produce several versions of the same test. It is not the case, as
O'Malley implies, that none of the currently available tests has parallel versions.
Nonetheless, the sense of his argument rings true. There is certainly a need for
parallel versions of any test used repeatedly over time. Others, however, argue
by default (based on practice rather eniicit argument or theory) that language
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proficiency tests are used for identification and entry only and to use them
aaoss time or in evaluation would be to confound purposes. Thus, according
to this position, we would identify with one set of tests and emit with another.
The argument is nonsense. Not only is it based on faulty assumptions regarding
the purposes for testing, but it leads to a proliferation of testing. Finally, the
process of using different measures across time (e.g., one for entry and a
different one for exit) leads to inconsistent criteria and presents an impossible
ink for program evaluation and tracking of student data.

O'Malley's final two points are more complex than they appear and
merit a good deal more conskleration than afforded in the original discussion.
*Using scores on a five point or similarly defined scale does not reflect the full
underlying continuum of Language Proficiency.* The comment seems almost
glib. No single number or set of numbess ever totally captures any naturally
occurring phenomenon. The world is far too complex to be reduced to a finite
set of numbers. However, we have few alternatives; the use of numbers as on
a one-to-five scale is nothing other than an approximation, a pragmatic attempt
to apply the fundamental properties of numbers, which are known, in an
attempt to reflect reality, which is unknown. To expect more or less from
science is sophomoric.

Two other aspects in O'Malley's statement are worth elaborating. The
first deals with an implicit or unstated set of notions regarding what should be
assessed: that we know and can agree on the exact nature of the 'full underlying
continuum ofLanguage Proficiency.* I'm not so sure we can. The second deals
with the more general issue of test scores and their scale values. Both of these
concerns are addressed more directly below

Finally, O'Malley alludes to the problem underlying the concept of
language dominance:

Using scores without normative information leaves projects
with no basis for making comparisons relative to other
populations or to determine growth.

The real issue is one of comparison and the establishment ofbase rates or norms.
With whom should language minority students be compared? Six ild it be
with students like themselves or should it be with mainstream nonminority
students? This is a terribly important issue and tends to be glossed Over Ly test
user and publisher alike.

Issues raised by O'Malley arc at the heart of test development and the
theory of measurement. In the following we have tried to step back and to
consider some the above problems in a more abstract manner. Perhaps
consideration of some of the underlying issues will lead to a clarification of
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current limitations and confusions regarding present testing practices. The
following is not intended to be a review of tests. Tests will not be listed or
commented on by name. I will, however, refer to several reviews and
compilations that address various strengths and weaknesses. My purpose is
more abstract. Issues and ptoblems will be discussed as they are encountered
in conducting research and developing tests. In many instances it was not
possible to do more than to point out some of the probkms with different
approaches. Answers to the question, "What do we do about the problem?* are
not always quick in coming.

Testing and the Theory of Measurement

The invariant feature in any approach to language testing is the
assignment of numbers to language phenomena. Test scores are based on either
the mathematics ofclassical test theory (see Gullikson, 1950) or on more recent
developments in test theory and construction (see Embretson, 1985; Mac
Arthur, 1987) or on advances in technology (see Stansfield, 1985; Freedle,
1990). For the present we will focus on tests currently being used by school
districts to identify, place and exit. We will further restrict ourselves to tests
derived, or claiming to be derived, from classical theory rather than from
experimental approaches based on Latent Trait or RAISCh models (De Long,
1985) or applications borrowed from artificial intelligence models (Freedle,
1990). It is not our purpose here to review tests per se. There are numerous
such reviews, several of which will be mentioned.

Before discussing some of these compilations or lists, I would, how-
ever, like to make the point that one of the main reasons the field is in such
disarray is that there are few tests that will stand up to a thoroughgoing
psychometric analysis. This was true in 1976, and it is true today.

To illustrate: A good number of tests are little more than a haphazard
collection of items. Often the kerns in these tests are selected or taken directly
from curricular materials, lists of education objectives or even other tests
purporting to measure entirely different constructs. All of this is, of course,
done with little or no regard for scale or test properties, let alone linguistic or
psychological theory. That these tests should run into psychometric trouble is
not surprising. Moreover, developers not trained in either classical or more
recent test theory are led to make nonsensical

For example, according to the review of tests listed by ETS, one test
manual reports reliability coefficient (Alpha) of .99. Whoever reported such
a figure obviously knows little or nothing about test construction or theory. A
reliability of .99 is virtually unheard of, if not impossible. An Alpha of .99
means that interitem correlations are so high as to imply that all itcms in the
test are measuring exactly the same thing. In other words, there is little need
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fi3r more than one item. A one item test is ridiculous. How the developers of
such a test can then claim to be able to categorize students according to six
linguistic proficiency types (categories) is innamprehensible. Test development
is ostensibly a technical exercise. It is a long and often tedious taslc involving
the integration of a number of different disciplines. But more of this later.

Tat Compilations/Reviews

Over the past ten years there have been numerous ccmpilations of tests
used fir language minority students. For example, in 1974 Ehrlich and
Ehrlich; in 1976 the Texas Education Agency; and in 1976 Silverman, Noa and
Russell compiled a list of several hundred tests. A similar list was compiled by
Pletcher and others in 1978. Since then, similar lists have been developed that
focus more on the tests most commonly used in the field. The Test Information
Center at the Educational Testing Service, for example, has developed a table
describing the characteristics of oral English language proficiency including
thirteen of the most popular tests. The ETS document includes technical
information on the tests, usage, skills assessed, types of scores and scales
produced by them.

Similarly, there has been no shortage of discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of tizts. A good many stata prepare and distribute test evaluations.
California and Texas are among the leaders in this effort. The reviews by
Anderson and others (1989) and RMC (1989) are probably the most compre-
hensive of the current instruments. Unfortunately, however, most compilations
are written from a single point ofview and do not include alternative discussion
or debate as found in Buros. See also Sweetland and Keyser (1986) frr
nonevaluative descriptions of a wide variety of tests. It should be pointed out
that of all thc test compilations, only Buros applies any criteria before USES are
reviewed. It is doubtful that very many of the current tests would pass Buros'
criteria for inclusion or review.

In addition to test compilations and reviews, various states have
developed formal criteria for identification, placement and reclassification as
well as for the evaluation and use of specific language trsts. De George (1988)
provides an excellent summary of most of the currently used procedures. For
the most part they tend to be quite similar.

Virtually all states that hAve formalized processes use the same basic
procedure. Language minority students are first screened though the use of a
home language survey. Those indicating the use of a home language other than
English arc then tested with one of the state approved tests to determine the
extent to which the student is a non, limited or fluent speakel of English.
Depending on the level of English proficiency, some students are then tested
to determine the extent of proficiency in the home language. These data arc
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then combined and students are placed in various programs depending on
need. Exit or reclassification is triggered in various ways from teacher judgment
to performance on one or another test to time in the program to parental
decision. It is curious that in virtually none of these compilations were we able
to find any direct technical information about teacher observations or other
informal assessment procedures. While there are a good many references te the
advisability of multiple criteria that include informal techniques, the lack of
empirical research is astonishing. It would appear that the developers and users
of these informal techniques have been forgiven the burden of demonstrating
validity and reliability.

It may be of interest to recall the prior comment regarding the nemi to
determine the validity of informal assessment in the same way that formal
assessment is determined. In this connection, consider the home language
surveys used by most states to determine the initial pool of possible eligible
students. A search for references to studies that have examined the validity of
such surveys failed to produce any findings. One is left wondering about the
validity of asking parents, who are often unclear about their own linguistic
habits, to make detailed retrospective judgements about their children's
linguistic patterns. While parents are certainly in the best position to know, the
use of technictlly unevaluated questions could well be problematic. Somc
parents may simply not know how well the child speaks a language that the
parents do not speak. Some parents may well be loath to admit the use of a
language other than English. Some may be fearful about placing their child in
a sp ecial program and are confused over the p urpose of the su rvey or fear reprisal
from immigration authorities and so on.

Reviews and compilations of current tests for language minority
students include only a few references to tests ofreading and writing. According
to O'Malley (1989) there were only two tts, at the time of his writing, that
addressed reading and writing in conjunction with listening and speaking.
Actually there are three such tests.

The lack ofappropriately developed reading/writing tests has led many
districts to employ standardized norm referenced tests (NRTs) such as the
CTBS. Others have employed Criterion - Referenced tests. Duncan and De
Avila (1988) list four basic problems with using NRTs originally developed for
mainstream use:

1. NRTs assess ability across a broad of academic subject matter. Not
all of the content assessed by NRTs necessarily fits within the concept of
language proficiency. For example, math computation would not fit, whereas
word problems would.
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2. NRTs are designed to assess academic performance across a broad

range of abilities. NRTs sample from the lowest to thehighest ability levels. As

a result not all items are of equal prubability across all levels of abiity. There

are a few very difficult items intended for the high achiever and a few that are

quite easy for the low achieving student. The difficulty (p-value) of most items
under ideal circumstances is about .50. From the point of view of classical ttst

theory a p-value of .50 maximizes the information contained in the item.

3. NRTs do not aSSCSS oral language proficiency. Moreover they
provide no guidelines for how to combine NRT results with oral proficiency

test results. Differences in scale, content, format and standardization make
such cross-referencing difficult at !mt.

4. Standardization of test instructions can be a problem. NRTs often
make it difficult for language minority students to understand what they are
being asked. If students' oral skills are below a certain level, it is doubtful that

test inst lictions will be understood. As a result, it becomes difficult to
determine that a child has failed because he or she failed to master the material
being assessed or because he or she did notcomprehend orally administered test

instructions.

In summary, NRTs were not designed with language minority stu-
dents in mind. As a result their construction is not compatible with the
purposes unuerlying the testing of language proficiency. The fact that they

continue to be used in this way is unfortunate. Further, lack of stable
assessment results has been used to argue against language minority programs
in general. Some have taken a position against the need for special services for
language minority students because, "a good many students from mainstream
backgrounds score in the Limited English Proficient range.* In fact, Baker and
Resell have gone so far as to say that low achievement on the part of language
minority students has little to do with language. Oiler and Perkms (1978) take
the opposite position and argue that language and achievement tests assess the

same thing regardless of student characteristics. Finally, still others have taken

the position that the NRTs are biased and should not be used with language
minority students because of the potentially negative effects of tracking and

labeling (see Ulibarri, 1990).

Ulibarri (1990) has discussed the use of NRTs, commenting on the
issue often bias. His review concludes that the research on test bias as opposed

to cultural bias has been misdirected and that studies designed to show the bias

in testing have shown just the opposite, that "bias against minorities does not
exist, or chat where bias does exist it is in favor of minority students" (see also

Jensen, 1980). Ulibarri's conciusion regarding problems of bias is worth
noting. According to him, the reason test bias isoften not found is that standard
definitions of test bias focus on "over and underestimates" of test scores rather
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than whether the test are measuring the same constmct for all students. The
issue for Ulibarri and I would agree is one of the validity and fairness of
achievement tests, a discussion ofwhich could take us far afield from the present
topic (see Fairtest for more discussion regarding the controversy over the use of
multiple choice test formats).

Another reaction has been to recognize the potential for unfairness and
to avoid assessing achievement at all. Thus, language minority students2re not
tested; a host of other problems result. For example, if language minority
students are participating in a program, failure to test at the onset of the
program (pre-test) will tend to elevate pretest scores and make it difficult to
show programmatic gain since the baseline data will not have included the
students who would probably have stood the greatest chance to show growth.
See Quesada (1979) for still other problems created by this seemingly benign
trat egy.

Finally, test information derived from NRTs often engenders invidi-
ous comparisons between the individual student and his or her peers. Worse
yet, these group comparisons are made irrespective of what has been learned
over the course ofthe year. Thus, reporting reading level as a national percentile
tells the parent (or teacher) precious little about how well the child actually
reads, only that she or he reads better ofworse that his or her peers. This tends
to make parents passive agents in the education enterprise. A more constructive
approach would be to design the reporting system in such a way as to suggest
what a student needs to work on and how the teacher and/or parent can help.

A number of recent and not so recent surveys su cst that discussion
should focus on a limited number of tests and not on testing in general.
Numerous surveys show that, over fifteen years, districts have tended to use
only a few tests. For example, the Evaluation Assistance Center at the
University of New Mexico reports the results of a recent rurvey in which 416
Title VII projects were asked to provide information regarding district testing
procedures. Information from 145 programs found that twenty-eight different
tests were being used. More importantly, seventy-six percent of those respond-
ing to the survey used one of four tmts. Data from other similarsurveys would
tend to support this finding; approximately eighty percent of the students are
tested with one of four tests.

In another survey commissioned by the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion (OBEM LA), the Special Issues Analyses Center(1989) found that a fairly
limited number of tests were being used both to identify and to assess
achievement. In fact, many were being used for both purposes. The most
striking finding reported, however, was that the most frequendy cited instm-
ment used to assess achievement was an "Unspecified Standardized Test."
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More than likely these have been criterion 1..".crenced tests. It is doubtful that
any of these tests would meet even the most modest psychometric standards.

Criterion-referenced tests have been attractive because they represent
an attempt to tie assessment to instruction. Hoffiniester (1975) describes the
link as follows: "Criterion-Referenced testing can reach its full potential when
it is so integrated with the day-by-clay functioning of the classroom that it
cannot be easily separated out as a testing activity* (p. 77). Test items written
for a criterion-referenced test are thus taken almost directly from classroom

instruction or a particular instructional program. In fact, in one instance we
have been able to document, test items have been directly extracted from the
curriculum, artwork and all. The danger is, of course, that instruction may have

little to do with achievement in the general sense. Thus, for example, a student

may be instructed on asimplevocabulary list consisting of twenty words. Based
on a criterion test thc stndent passes fifteen items, which meets criteria set by
a panel of 'experts." Can it really bc said that the student is "English
proficient?*

In this example, rather than a test-driven curriculum, we have a
curriculum-driven test. Both are problematic. While the former leads to
teaching to the test, the latter leads to assessing the curriculum. Both strategies

are misplaced. The former is what happens when the klportance of NRTs is
overemphasized. The latter places an overemphasis on instructional specificity
with the result that the student is able to pass the particular criterion reading
test but unable to read text different from that used in instruction. In other
words, there is a lack ofgeneralizability from the context of instruction to other

contexts.

Another related problem, which many seem to be unaware of, has to
do with setting criterion levels for deciding that a student has mastered a given
topic or domain. There arc only two alternatives. Criterion levels can be set
according to "expert judgment* or empirically. Ultimately, both approaches
are data based. In the case of expert judgment, judges base levels according to
their own experience about what can be expected. Thus, "eight out of ten*
becomes a reasonable expectation or criterion level. The alternative to setting
criterion levels is to collect data or to set levels based on "what the average
student can be expected to complete successfully.* Both approaches are
ultimately data based; the former is based on prior informal experience whereas
the latter is based on formal analyses of student performance.

Finally, to the extent that criterion-referenced tests are tied to specific
instruction, there are problems of comparability, particularly when it comes to
evaluating program effects. Consider, for example, a situation in which there
are six different approaches to instruction, each emphasizing a different aspect
of language. Each test would be different and, therefore, not directly compa-
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rabic. In the same way as a curriculum should be generalizable, a tat should
be sufficiently broad to accommodate differences in instructional approach.
Criterion referenced tests, contraty to what seems to be the prevailing belief, are
subject to the same constraints and requirements as any other assessment
procedure or device. Again, as with informal approaches, many seem to feel
that they have been relieved of their scientific burdens.

Research on the Tests

There has been very little research on the general issue of the use of tests
with language minorities. Criticism, however, abounds and has been often
applied in a somewhat indiscriminate fashion, used politically to argue for the
elimination of all testing or for the use of alternatives.

One of the studies most often cited was conducted by Spencer and a
number of her colleagues (Ulibarri, Spencer and Rivas, 1981), who compared
the results of four different oral language proficiency tests. What these
researchers found was that the four tests varied widely as to the numbers of
students identified or categorized as non, limited or fluent speakers. Further,
based on another set of findings, Merino and Spencer (1983) concluded that
"there arc substantial reasons to doubt the comparability of these oral language
rroficiency instruments across languages."

A number of other studies have examined the equivalency of different
tests used across different populations. Cabello (1983) states one position
rather succinctly-. "creating a Spanish langu2ge test which is equally compre-
hensible to Mexican, Puerto Rican and other Hispanics of varying educational
and social backgrounds is as difficult u creating a test in English to serve
American, English and other English speaking students as well." I would think
that there would have to be sufficient overlap between different dialect versions
of the same language to justify assessment; how else could they be referred to
by the same name? The trick is to design the items to represent the overlap and
noi the differences. Sharon Duncan and I have spent a number of years trying
to deal with exactly this problem (Dc Avila & Duncan, 1982, p. L15).

A number ofwriters have taken equivocal findings to conclude that the
entire " ob jectiv e" assessment approach should be abandoned in favor ofa more
"flexible approach, including teacher judgment, socio-economic indicators
and the like (see Baker, 1982; Rosansky, 1980; Sanchez, 1979) See Jensen
(1980) for a thoroughgoing discussion of the logical extensiol of this argu-
ment.

That the four tests used in the Spencer studies failed to produce the
same results is not surprising. However, the conclusion that all testing should
be eliminated in favor of even more elusive and politically dangerous processes
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seems foolhardy at best, particularly in light of the absence of any agreed upon
criteria (formal or otherwise) for judging the accuracy (validity) oforal language
tests. The Spencer studies were studies ofconvergent validity, which is only one
form of validity. Willig's (1985) conclusions are typical of those many have
drawn from these studies:

It is a known fact, however, that language tests in general and
tests in particular that are used to determine entry and exit
into bilingual programs, have low reliability and low conver-
gent validity. (p. 301)

The tendency to rectify equivocal findings is common. Consider, for example,
that two of the three papers cited by Willig in support of her contention were
published in 1974 before either the Lau regulations or several of the current
tests were published. A fourth citation is an unpublished manuscript and two
others were reviews of the same material covered by Willig. In fact, of the seven
papers cited, only two actually involved any data collection or analysis (Gilmore
& Dickerson, 1985; Ulibarri, Spencer, Rivas, 1981).

There are other types of validity (and reliability) that would seem
worth investigating given thc questionable validity ofsome of the tests studied.
They include "face," "construct," aconvergent," and "predicative.* All four are
necessazy. Some critics seem to be operating on the theory that one bad apple
can spoil the entire batch. While it is not my purpose to defend these tests, I
would suggest that those critical of them stick a little closer to the data. The lack
of validity or reliability of one or tnorc tests has nothing, either logically or
technically, to do with other tests although it would certainly lower the
convergence or agreement between them. My own bias is to be far more
concerned about the predictive validity of a given test and its ability to fit into
a systematic procedure that takes advantageofboth quantitative and qualitative
data rather than whether or not it agrees with another, perhaps poorly
constructed test.

There are three fundamental conclusions that can be drawn from these
studies. First, the establishment of the validity oforal language proficiency tests
will remain equivocal until such time as there is an agreed upon operational
definition(s) of language proficiency. We seem to be searching still for agreed
upon or acceptable criteria against which to validate the tests. In 1976 there
were no agreed upon criteria whatsoever. Second, these and other studies have
addressed the question of validity from as widely divergent perspectives as test
developers have used to develop them. Politically motivated evaluations of tests
are as common 2S belief or disbeliefin the programs that spawned them. Third,
there is a good deal of work to be done to develop both informal and formal
asscssment procedures. In other words, judicial and legislative fiat has created
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assessment issues that may be insoluble, leaving us with no alternative but to
continue muddling through. That we have come this far is quite amazing.

Test Results and the Problem of Scale

The selection of a test involves, at a minimum, a consideration of the
content of the test as well as the information produced by it. Test content has
been discussed by numerous writers (Oiler & Perkins, 1978; De Avila, 1983;
Fradd & Tikunoff, 1987; Berko, 1985). Present discussion will focus on the
information produced by most currently and widely used tests of language
proficiency and not on what should or should not be assessed. As will be seen,
the information derived from a test is largely determined by the test developer's
approach to test scaling.

With respect to test content it would seem that everybody is right.
There seem to be as many important aspects in language as there are people to
write tests for them. For example, one criterion-referenced approach employs
over 1800 test items to assess the development ofproficiencywith'n a particular
curriculum. There are other similar examples of criterion-referenced ap-
proaches. From my point of view the real question is to determine which
constellation of elements (subtests) makes linguistic/educational sense, pro-
vides the greatest information (accounts for the greatest variance), and agrees
or converges toward common results that are predictive of their criteria. In
other words, the choice of test content should be guided by the four types of
validity. Tests or subtests failing any of the criteria for validity should be
eliminated. For those who have difficulty with this position, I strongly
recommend a review of Campbell and Fiske (1959).

The creation or selection of scale type becomes all-important insofar
as it determines and limits what r-an be done with the information produced by
the test. There are four kinds of scales in classical measurement theory. Thus,
there are only four possible units on which wc can base our measurement of
things as diverse as the osmotic movement between permeable membranes, the
speed of light or phonemic control. The four kinds ofscales include nominal,
ordinal, ratio and interval. Each has different properties and utility depending
on purpose.

Strictly speaking, most language categorizations found in either legis-
lative guidelines or school designations are nominal categories. A nominal
category refers to a class of objects, ideas or individuals that have something in
common, but have no particular mathematical relationship. Thus, a Ford and
a Lexus arc both automobiles just as females and males are both human beings.
It would be ridiculous to refer to an automobile's having more or less
"Fordness"or "automobileness" or a person's having more "human-beingness."
A number of currently used language tests employ nominal categories almost
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exclusively. Data from these measures are useful in counting the numbers of
I.F.P or FEP students but provide little else. Nominal scales are little more than
classification systems and are not the products of measurement in the math-
ematical sense. They are valuable because they are dose to the real data; as such,

they ate high in face validity.

Fundamental to the nominal scale is its lack of a mathematical base. In
fact, a nominal scale is actually the product of a classification system morethan
a system of measurement (see Mc Arthur, 1987). This means that the
atablishment of formal criteria (numerically based) or cutoffscores is virtually
impossible. See Baker (1988) for a detailed discussion of the inadvisabiity of
w ing language dominance categories in establishing test norms. Categorical
d stinctions are normally set by test developers, by whatever means they might
use, by teacher judgment, best guess or time ofyear. One limitation of nominal
categories is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to track the growth. For
example, movement from the low end of one category to the upper end would
not show up in an evaluation based on counting the numbers of I im ited or non
speakers. About all that can be done with categorical data is to count the
numbers of students in one or another Lwegory over time.

The numerical properties of an ordinal scale, on the otherhand, enable

us to track progress over time in a more precise manner rather than simply
counting students in different categories. The failure to track student growth
over time has certainly been a shortcoming in language minority education. An
ordinal scale is a set of numbers, such as height orweight, ordered by increasing
value. Language proficiency, to the extent that it is based on a test made up of
increasing values (e.g., 1 to 100), would be an ordinal scale. The usual process

creates ordinal scales by simply summing correct responses without regard for
item difficulty.

Some approaches to the creation oflanguage categories employ ordinal
scales. For example, one test sets cutoff scores or levels based on standard
deviation units drawn from the norm group frequency distribution. This is
totally acceptable from a psychometric point of view as long as the number of
levels is held to a minimum and the standard error of measure is taken into
account as placement decisions are made.

Ratio and interval scales refer to the creation of numbers that are
derived from other numbers. These derived units of measure are the result of
various mathematical transformations. For example, percentile SCOMS arc an
example of a ratio scale, whereas Normal Curve Equivalents (NCE) are an
example of an interval scale. The importance of the interval over che ratio scale
in this context refers to the equipotentiality (equal value) of test item scores.
Thus, for example, Normal Curve Equivalents are created from percentiles and
enable us to perform the mathematical operations necessary for program
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evaluation because the difference (interval) between any two adjacent scores is the
same, whereas adjacent percentile or grade equivalency scores 2fe not necessarily of
thesamevalue. 'Me interval and ratio scales are by far the most useful measurement
scales emplord in science" (Torgeson, 1958). They enable us to go beyond simple
summing of correct answers. We can introduce greater compledty to scores by
means ofstandard mathematical transformations. Dividing subscalescores by the
total number of items in the subscale in order to make subscales with different
numbers of items comparable is an example of a simple transformation. Creation
ofmost standardizedscores is based on similar ratio scales. For example, the creation
ofNorrnal Cu rve Equivalents from percentiles produces an equal interval scale. The
advantage of NC& over other scales is that their mathematical properties are
thoroughly known and far more amenable to sophisticated analyses than other
scales. This means that iatacan be subjected to rigorous analyses without violation
ofmathematical assumptions. The question becomes what kind oftrandormations
can be made (which add inkirmation or under-standing) without loss of the sri gin al
empirical information.

The way in which data are reported is critical to fulfilling informational
need at different levels within the ad Tninisoativelinstructional hierarchy. Not all of
metria are universally useful. In somecases they are even misleading. For example,
a number of currently populaa tests report results in percentile scores. Percentile
scores are derived from the frequency distribution of scores generated from norm
group data. The rank of each score is computed as a fimction of the percentage of
students who received a particular sane. Thus, percentile rank scores represent the
value position of each score relative to any other score in the obtained frequency
distribution of scores from the norm group. Percentile scores have long been
criticized for not having equal intervals. Tallmadge and Wood (n.d.) argue that,
although percentiles satisfy the need fora common index, *they should not be used
in arithmetic computation* as would be necessary for pre/post comparisons.
lnstead,Tallmadge and Wood argue that the "NCE metric it an equal interval scale"
and, therefore, can be legitimately used in arithmetic computations such as those
needed for determining pPripost gains.

NCEs divide the area under a normal curve into ninety-nine equal parts
(eleven points per stanine). NCFs alsc, have the feature of a common mean of 50
and a standard deviation of 21.06. Their values match percentilevalues at the I st,
50th and 99th percentiles. The process for converting test scores to percentiles has
been described by Tarsuoka (1970) and others. Conversion of percentiles to NCEs
can accomplished by means of table conversions prepared by Tallmadge and Wood
for Chapter 1 evaluations.

NCEs are obtained from percentiles by means of a "Stane .rd Linear
Transformation" using the binomial theorem where

Y.aXb.
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To the extent that total scores can be themselves standardized at equal intervals,
they can be used for statistical analyses. Consider, however, just how many of
tests are in fact standardized.

In so far aS percentiles and NCEs are based on frequency distributions
obtained from the norm group, sample selection becomes all the more
important. Consider, for example, if the norm group is made up of entirely of
native speakers, then it is highly likely that there will be very little variance, and
scores will be skewed toward the higher end of the scale. This means that a good
many of the limited and, more than likely, all of the non speakers will fall off
of the scale since their scores can be expected to be at the lower end of the scale.
In other words, there will be a bimodal distribution. (See Figure 1).

In reviewing various approaches to understanding the relationship
between linguistic and academic performance, we have concluded that there are
only two approaches to the creation of a viable enuy/exit model that are
practically viable and theoretically defensible. The two approaches, discussed
below, are not necessarily competing or conflicting. They may, in fact,
compliment each other.

Multiple-Criteria Approaches

Most workers in the field argue that multiple indicators are needed in
order to make sound decisions. Virtually everybody in the field agrees that it
is not a good idea to make program determinations on the basis of a single test
score. Thus, in addition to using reading, writing, listening and speal it is

recommended that practitioners make decisions on the integrated information.
Projects should rely on multiple sources of information obtained through
varied types of data collection and thereby increase the accuracy of selet tion,
placement, diagnosis and evaluative functions.

The use of multiple indicators to make decisions requires a consistent
decision making process. Under ideal circumstances decision rules set cutoff
or criterion levels for each variable according to its relative importance. Thus,
for example, we can decide that six important factors will be considered in
cl ass ifri ng students as non, limited or fluent speakers of English. The problem,
of course, comes in deciding how to weight each factor included in the process.
Should reading be more heavily weighted than listening or vice versa?

As discussed in the section on criterion-referenced tests, weights, like
cutoffscores, can beset in two ways through expert judgment or empirically.
In the following, we will briefly describe these two approaches, the former based
on judgment and the latter based on an empirical relationship between
predictor and criterion variables.
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Let us say that we have agreed that language proficiency is made up of
measures of reading, writing, listening, speaking, teacher judgments and
proficiency in the home language in effect, this constitutes a working
operational definition of language proficiency.

Lang. Prf. Listening + Speaking + Reading + Writing +
Teacher judgments + Home Lang. Prf.

Scores for each variable in the equation can, according to this model, he
obtained and totals calculated. This leaves five problems. First, there is nothing
to say the above six variable are indeed the critical variables. There could be
others. Second, there is nothing inherent in the variables themselves to suggest
specific cutoffscores. We don't have any information about how much of each
is needed. Third, the model assumes an additive relationship among variables.
They may not all be linearly related. Fourth, our definition of language
proficiency is as limited or as broad as the variables used to describe it. Fifth,
there are no ready-made criterion measures against which to validate the
predktors.

One way to examine the problem of determining which variables are
more important would be to collect data on each predictor variable (right side
of the equation) and the criterion (left side of the equation). Then, through the
use of multiple regression tech niques, we could empirically establ ish the relative
importance of each factor. This would lead to an equation in which, based on
the data entered, each factor is weighted (beta) according to iES relative
importance or contribution to the total predictor/criterion variance. The
resultant equation is thus an empirically derived description of language
proficiency that includes each factor in order of importance. The process is
seductively simple, and several writers have been led to the conclusion that all
we have to do is *find the right set of predictors* (see Baker, 1983; Winter,
1984).

The problem of statistical colinearity is not readily apparent to the lay
public. The issue is that iE is extremely difficult to identify the relative
importance ofcorrelated variables, and importance can be obscured by a simple
altering of the order in which they are placed or entered into the analyses
process. While there are processes for minimizing these effects (see Wonnacott
& Wonnacott, 1987), one has to be extremely careffil in attempting to
generalize results to policy decisions. The point here is that, regardless of
statistical sophistication, there are no ready made techniques for dealing with
all of the complexities that must be addressed in creating a viable model.
Moreover, a purely empirical approach is apt to ovei ;imp* both the problem
and its solution.
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The Socio-Linguittic Approach of Cummins

Cummins (1984) borrowed Donaldson's (1978) "context reduced/
embedded" distinctions to explain difficulties in linguistic conununication
faced by language minority students. The approach has received widespread
attention over the past several years as an explanation ofhow language minority
students seem to be English proficient yet rm poorly in school content
areas. Cummins explains this phenomenon y suggesting that two sets ofskills
define language proficiency. The first involves what Cummins refers to as
"basic interpersonal communication skills" (BICS) and the second involves
'cognitive academic language proficiency skills* (CALPS). The primary
distinction between the two rests in the extent to which the communicativeact
is context reduced or embedded. BICS refers to context embedded speech
whereas CALPS are acts that take place in a context-reduced environment. A
context-reduced environment is one in which situational cues, such as those
provided by verbal or other feedback, have been reduced. Context-embedded
communication is more like what takes place in everyday communication
between individuals. The former thus relies on external interpersonal cues
whereas the latter relies on internal knowledge uf appropriate responses.

Cummins argues that most language proficiency testing is actually
little more than an assessment of interpersonal communication skills (BICS).
As a result students are often exited prematurely or before their chances for
success are realized. According to Cummins, many tests fail to include
sufficient assessment of more cognitive/academic content. In this connection
talking to a friend about another friend would involve BICS whereas writing
an essay would involve CALPS. A thoroughgoing assessment of language
proficiency in Cummins' view would, therefore, consist of both BICS and
CALPS items.

Unfortunately, however, currently available tests were not constructed
with Cummins' distinctions in mind although a number of them claim to
ITIC2Sure BICS and CALPS. Moreover, with the possible exception of Gottlieb
(1990), there have been no attempts, to our knowledge, to develop a set of
measures designed specifically to assess BICS and CALPS. According to
Chasnot and O'Malley (1986), instruments for me2suring cognitive academic
language proficiency are not available. De George (1988) maintains that 'most
English Language proficiency tests do not measure academic language profi-
ciency . and standardized tests in English confound conterA knowledge with
language proficiency.*

Irrespective of some of the theoretical difficulties, the approach has a
good deal of intuitive appeal. The operationalization of BICS and CALPS
within a testable framework, however, remains elusive. For the most, part the
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distinctions between BICS and CALPS have been used to explain existing data
(a posteriori) and not to predict (priori) or actually to create a model.

On the other hand, Cummins has offered valuable and early insight
tegarding the fallacy of many approaches tc the entry-exit process. For
Cummins (1980) the entry-exit fallacy is in the belief that students can be
placed into and out of programs on grounds of basic interpersonal skills and
little else.

While it is not within the scope of this report to present a detailed
analysis of Cummins' position or to develop a research agenda to validate the
theory, it is important to recognize Cummins' admonitions aboutthe impor-
tance of considering language proficiency in the broadest sense and not to
restrict it to simple everyday linguistic interactions.

My impression is that Cummins' ideas are holistic, far more on the
instructional and qualitative side of the equation as opposed to the quantitative
or assessment side. The same can be said for the input hypothesis offered by
Krashen (1982). These are useful metaphors, however difficult to quantify.

De Avila's Probabilistic Approach

De Avila, Cervantes, and Duncan (1978) reviewed various state and
federal requirements for ently/exit criteria and concluded that the establish-

ment of a model required the simultaneous yet independent consideration of
both academic and linguistic skills. In an attempt to develop an empirically
testable model consistent with federal and state requirements (i.e., thatchildren
must be provided a means to participate in the educational system), it was
reasoned that children should be considered eligible for pi vain entry when-
ever their English proficiency is significantly below that of their English
monolingual peers. By extension, they argued that children should remain in
programs until their expected level ofacademic achievement or probability of
success is indistinguishable from that of mainstream children e*, conversely,
until expected failure cannot be attributed to limitations in language profi-
ciency. The logic ofthe argument followed from the Lau decision that reasoned
that children were failing because they did not understand what was taking
place in the classroom.
Finally, De Avila and his colleagues argued that the point of intersection or
crossover between school achievement and oral proficiency was the most
defensible point at which to establish an exit cutoff because it could be reduced
to an empirical definition. In order to test th proposition, however, they
argued that several other issues had to be addressed. Their first concern again
dealt with definition, particularly with the distinction between dominance and
proficiency tests.
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After reviewing diffirent approaches, they concluded that data pro-
vided by dominance tests (nominal categories) were of little use in the
development of entry and/or exit criteria because dominance tests do not
provide continuous data and c, therefore, difficult to relate to achievement in
a way that would facilitate the establishment of cutoff scores or models that
could be empirically tested. Dulay and Burt (1978) provide additional
discussion on the topic from a somewhat different perspective.

De Avila et al. presented their model in two parts. First, in operational
terms, a probability based model assumes a linear relationship between
linguistic proficiency and academic achievement. The model may be better
understood by referring to Figure 2, which presents the linear relationship
between academic performance and linguistic proficiency.

The second aspect of the model involves the application or inclusion
of a cutoff criterion or exit score based on academic performance. This
component may be added to the model by including the average academic
performance of the population with whom the language minority children are
to be compared. Figure 3 shows the average academic performance of the
majority comparison groap as a straight line running parallel to the line
indicating oral language proficiency. Note that the figure assumes that
linguistic proficiency for the comparison group (language majority) is held
constant or unchanging across different levels of language proficiency for the
language minority student. In other words, the model assumes that, while
individual variation in English language proficiency exists for the monolingual
comparison group, it is insignificant in comparison to that of language
minority students. This variation is accommodated within the De Avila and
Duncan model by setting or defining cutoff or criterion levels as a bandwidth
that allows for individual variations.

Under contract with the California State Department of Education,
three small scale studies (De Avila, Cervantes, and Duncan, 1978) were
conducted to test the model. Data were collected on approximately 500
children at a number of schools throughout California and several other states
in grades one through twelve. A commonly used test of languae proficiency
and standardized tests of achievement in reading and mathematics were
administered to all children participating in the study. A total of eighteen
separate analyses was conducted. The analyses included (1) an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to test the hypothesized achievement difference across five
language proficiency levels; (2) tests of linearity to examine the hypothesized
straight-line (linear) relationship between the two sets of scores; and (3)
correlational analyses to examine similarity ofpattern. Of the eighteen analyses
conducted, fifteen were found to be statistically significant in the predicted
direction.
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Data compiled from several other studia which were examined by De
Avila, Cervantes, and Duncan found nonsignificant correlations between oral
language proficiency and academic achievement among language majority or
mainstream students. Other studies report similar results among proficient
speakers. Scores for mainstream students were, with rare exception, well within
the proficient range. The lack of valiance, as predicted, resulted in low-order
correlations (see De Avila and Duncan, 1981).

In a study carried out by the Houston Independent School District
involving several thousand students, similar suppGrt for thc approach was
found. In this study, researchers plotted frequency of chance performance on
an achievement test against oral language proficiency levels. They found an
inverse relationship between proficiency and chance performance. As profi-
ciency level went up, the frequency of students performing at a chance level of
achievement went down. These data provide direct support for the approach
from another analytic perspective.

Assessment of English language proficiency as a predictor of school
achievement in monolingual English speaking settings, however, provides no
information about the probability of success in particular programs (i.e.,
bilingual, ESL, sheltered English, etc.). Moreover, level of proficiency in one
language (the home language or English) cannot be taken as indicative of
proficiency in a second language or of the probability of success of instruction
in that language. Therefore, both languages should be assesstd in order to
maintain full understanding of the student's capabilities.

The incorporation of home language proficiency into the current
model (a form oflinguistic parity) is accomplished by s mply repeating the same
process described for English. Unfortunately, however, few states seem to
require assessment of home language proficiency. Fradd and Tikunoff (1987,
p. 25) cite a recent survey by Development Associates in whicl. districts
indicated that only about two percent of the reporting districts actually use
home language proficiency data to determine special language services eligibil-
ity.

While there seems to be good support for the probabilistic approach,
there are potential problens in using achievement and oral proficiency tests
that have not been validated against the model. For example, there is some
difficulty in equating different (e.g., English and Spanish) achievement tests.
However, De Avila and Duncan (1984) have pointed out that as long as both
tests cover the same academic content and are reported in standard units, it
would be possible to plot achievement scores for English and the home
language on the same curve.
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On the other hand, there is a lack of comparability between dif'ferent
oral proficiency tests which arises from the fact that the item P-values (difficulty
levels) are different for the different tests. In practical terms this means that
some of the tests are very difficult (i.e., there is a low statistical probability of
a correct response); others are very easy, and so on (see Uliburi, Spencer &
Rivas, 1981). Thus, students could be kept out of prograi -Is through the use
of easy tests to identify eligibility or kept in through the use of a very difficult
test to reclassify.

De Avila and Duncan (1988) recently replicated various features of the
abovestudies in which they compared the data obtained for the 1978 study and
to data collected in 1987. Results revealed a strong degree of consistency
between the two sets of data.

Figure 3 provides a graphic representation of the model in which
normative expectations (arbitrarily set at 50 for both) are provided for both
minority and majority populations. In a recent memo prepared by the State
Department ofEducation/The University ofNcw York (Walton, 1989), cutoff
levels were compared across different states. There W2S a range from a low of
the twenty-third percentile (Texas) to a high of the forty-ninth (Kansas). In no
case was it indicated that any of the levels was empirically established. Most
seem to be guided by other factors such 2S Chapter 1 criteria, availability of
resources, and so on. The use of a single score or cutoff is dangerous in that it
sometimes stretches the accuracy beyond its ability to discriminate between
adjacent scores (De Avila & Duncan, 1982). Thus, the idea of using a
bandwidth was introduced as long ago as 1976. Unfortunately, few tests offer
bandwidths 2S viable solutions to the problem of standard error of measure-
ment (Kerlinger, 1973).

In a limited sense, one might also conclude that the above results
support Cummins' notion of concept embeddedness, in which oral data arc
taken as embedded and achievement data are thought of as disembedded or
context reduced. See Tanncn (1982) for a critique ofthe assertion that writing,
for example, is necessarily more decontextualized than speech. The major
difference between the probalilistic model and the Cummins position rests on
the distinction between BICS and CALPS. A probabilistic model bears no
burden with respect to specifying content.

The importance ofsound assessment at every step o f any model should
be obvious. If the assessment of language proficiency, for example, fails to
produce a linear relationship, the entire system can be questioned. I strongly
question whether all of the tests listed by various test compilations can meet this
requirement. This is why stu d ies of convergent validity such as described above
produce disappointing results. Failure to attend to other aspects ofvalidity only
exacerbates the problem.
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Finally, Spolsky's (1968) comment on this issue is refreshing:

Interpreting test scores calls for experience, flexibility, and
willingness to remember that one's statements are probabili-
ties rather than certainties. To expect more of a test is, at best,
foolish. To claim more is, at best, naive.

Informational Needs and More Measurement Issues

O'Malley (1989) lists five major uses of test information (selection,
diagnosis, placement, reclassification, and evaluation) that fall into three
administrative levels within the educational system. Gonzalez (1984) offers
similar insights from a governance point of view.

Information gained from tests is r.'`3;cally used at three administrative
levels within the educational establishment. First, test information is used at a
policy level by state, federal and legislative offices. The information needed at
this level includes general group statistics regarding educational attainment
level and numbers of students of different types. Impetus for testing at the
federal level comes from four different sauces, including Public Law 94-142,
Native American BIA (see Milne, 1987).

There are no fewer than ten states that have specific policy regrading
assessment of the educational progress of language minority students (see De
George, 1988). Such data are used to establish programs (e.g., drop-out
prevention) and set performance objectives. The recent report entitled "A
Summary of State Reports on the Limited English Student Population's is an
example of the use of information generated largely from test results. At the
local supervisory level, district administrators, program directors and evalua-
tors use test data to satisfy state and federal requirements in addition to school
board demands.

At a second level, local district administrators, program directors, and
evaluators need assessment information. In one sense, they require the same
information as the superordinate agencies in order to establish, design, monitor
and evaluate programs. Moreover, test information is used to assess local need,
to determine thc number of teachers required, and to allocate other resources.
Finally, building personnel need to track student progress at the classroom and
individual student levels in order to place and reclassi6r students.

Unfortunately, classroom needs are cften the last considered. Testing
requirements, including selection of tests and testing schedules, arc usually set
at the supervisory or superordinate levels. Teachers are seldom involved in the
process of test selection or the design of methods for the us.: of data. Moreover,
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teachers are seldom trained on how to use test information. Involving teachers
who have not been trained on what tests can and cannot do sometimes only
adds to the confusion. Teachers need to know how to interpret test results in
order to diagnose specific strengths and weaknesses of individual student&
Teachers also need to be able to track progress on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis in order to adjust the content and method of ir.truction. Seldom are
teachers provided with either reports or assistance in using test data and, as a
result, tend to view testing as little more than an intrusion or interruption of
instructional time. There is a plethora of teacher made tests that, to a greater
or lessor extent, satis6, teacher needs. They serve little purpose beyond the
classroom insofar as they are not comparable from one classroom to the next.

In this connection it is worth commenting that the preparation of test
items is

essentially creative it is an art. Just as there are no set
formulas for producing a good story or a good painting, so
there can be no set of rules that guarantees the production
ofgood test items. Principles can be established and sugges-
tions offered, but it is thewriter's judgment in the application

and occasional disregard of these principles that
determines whether good items or mediocre ones are pro-
duced. Each item, as it is being written, presents new
problems and new opportunities. Thus item writing re-
quires an uncommon combination ofspecial abilities and is
mastered through extensive practice. (Wesman, 1971, p 8)

With respect to test design, it should be borne in mind thi-a, in addition
to concerns over item design, final item selections are governed by both
practical and theoretical concerns. For example, since measures of oral
proficiency are often administered to large numbers of language minority
students (who may not comprehend standardized tat instructions), there ale
such constraints as logistics, training of examiners and test utility that must be
considered. While, in the most ethnologically ideal of all possible worlds, such
measurements would involve the collection of natural language samples in
various sociolinguistic settings (except for the school, which may not reflect the
child's home culture), the harsh reality about language assessment is that:

1. Children arc tested in school settings (often in less than ideal
circumstances). Concern over other language settings is not
of particular importance to the schools.

2. Testing adds greatly to school burdens (often with no imme-
diate benefit to the individual school). Results tend to be used
primarily for administrative purposes.
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3. Lengthy transcriptions and linguistic analyses are often beyond the
budgets and/or training of most school district peisonnel.

4. Data analyses and tracking systems needed to take full advantage of the
data provided by testing are often not found in local school settings.
Moreover, data processing centers ar . reluctant to use mainframe
computers for additional purposes.

5. The people who administer and score language samples and tabulate
results are not linguists, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists or
educational administrators. They tend to be community people,
who, unfortunately, in many instances may have the same language
problems 2S the students.

6. Testing time is limited to only a few minutes per child.

7. State regulations often require that testing take place in the beginning
of the school year when things arc in greatest flux and students,
particularly the younger ones, arc not used to the school routines.

8. Follow up testing for students who score on the "cutoff" is seldom
conducted.

9. lnterjudge reliability is seldom checked.

10. Tests are selected on the basis of cost, administration time and real or
imagined connection to the curriculum as much as on the basis of
psychometric considerations.

Evaluation: More Problems

Test scores are used to identify students who are eligible to receive
special services, place them in particular programs and reclassify (or exit) them
into mainstream classrooms. By virtue of state and federal regulations, test
scores are also used to evaluate the effectiveness of programs. The purpose of
program evaluation is to determine the effect of program participation. That
is, to what extent can gains or losses in academic achievanent (is this the sole
criterion?), as measured by an acceptable test, be explained by program
participation? Districts are required to conduct annual assessment of educa-
tional Status or progress while controlling for extraneous or unrelated factors
that might weaken the validity of evaluation outcomes and, to report their
findings according to specific regulations.
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On the federal level, both Chapter 1 and Tide VII regulations require
districts to report student outcome data as part of their evaluation of educa-
tional prvm. Since both Chapter I and Title VII serve LEP students, it would
seem worthwhile to examine how some ofthe above issues and problems impact
the evaluation processes. As will be seen, a j uxtaposition of rules and regulations
reveals a number of inconsistencies, paradoxes and downright confusion over
how best to define, assess and serve children who come from non-English
speaking backgrounds and who are experiencing difficulty in the schools.

A cursory examination ofChapter 1 and Title VII rules and regulations
underscores some of the confinion particularly in relation to identification and
selection of students. Chapter 1 defines eligibility on the basis of whether or
not a student is 'educationally disadvantaged." TideVII defines eligibility even
more loosely on the basis ofEnglish language proficiency. Chapter 1 is designed
to serve students whose "educational attainment is below the level that is
appropriate for children of their age" (Fed. Reg., 1989, p. 21758). Rules and
regulations for Chapter 1 are quite explicit in stating that lack of English
Language Proficiency in and of itself is not regarded as sufficient reason to
declare a student educationally disadvantaged.'

It would seem that Chapter 1 and Tide VII are designed to serve two
entirely different populations and that Tide VII students constitutc a subset of
the Chapter 1 population, that is, students who are low achieving and who, in
addition, are limited English proficient. Closer examination of eligibility
standards reveals a far more confining picture, particularly when the ever
present issues of definition and assessment are taken into consideration.

Lack of English language proficiency is supposed to distinguish Tide
VII students from Chapter 1 students. In order to determine whether or not
a student is eligible for services, Chapter 1 applicants are required to use
"systematic and objective* measures, implying the need to test language
proficiency and academic achievement.

Some of this confusion arises out of the Chapter 1 definition which is,
from a practical point of view, indistinguishable from the definition used to
identify students for bilingual or ESL programs. Language proficiency is
defined as consisting of two aspects, much as Cummins has suggested. The first
aspect concerns normal everyday communication. The second concerns
academic communication. The first is measured by tests of conversational
English whereas the second is measured by norm-referenced or criterion-
referenced tests oflanguage, reading, writing and mathematics (Rayford, et al.,
1990). These latter tests are the same as those used to identify the Chapter 1
population as a whole. In other words, it would appear that LEP students may
well qualify simply on the basis oflow achievement without regard for how well
they may or may not speak Engl ish. Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest
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that for elementary school age students, the two communication skills (BICs
and CALPs) are closely related.

In a recent set of studies Sharon Duncan and I tested the listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills of several thousand language minority and
mainstream students. We found that there were almost no students in the
elementary grades who were able to read and/or write (as defined by the fortieth
percentile on an NRT) who could not speak Eneish. Table 1 shows the relative
frequencies for non, limited and proficient speakers across three levels of
reading/writing.

Upon further investigation of the population we found as much as 98
percent overlap between Chapter 1 non LEP and LEP students. In other words,
oral language skills seem to be critical for the development of reading and
writing skills, at least at the elementaty level. If we were to examine the oral
proficiency of mainstream Chapter 1 students along with reading and writing
skills, we would find many students with both oral and literacy problems.

At the secondary level the picture was more complex because. of
developmental differences. These data showed that there was a significant
number of junior and high school students who were able to read and write in
English but were not able to speak English. Analyses revealed that students of
this type tended to be more affluent recent arrivals who had studied English in
the homeland. In this instance, they tended to be older Chinese students from
Hong Kong. The phenomenon is also common in the United States, where
college students study a foreign language, master its grammar, read and write
in a satisfactory manner but 2re still unable to speak the langu2ge.

Nonetheless, it seems somewhat disingenuous to say that Chapter 1
funds cannot be used to overcome limited English proficiency when part of the
definition of language proficiency includes the very same elements that define
the Chapter 1 population as a whole. This overlap in definition can produce
only confusion and, to the extent Chapter 1 programs are prevented from
addressing limited English proficiency, programs that fail to meet the needs of
language minority students who are LEP. Current practices do not recognize
the type ofsubdeties needed to make these distinctions. The point is that there
are many kinds of LEP students.
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TABLE I

READING/WR1TING LEVEL by ORAL LEVEL
Cell content= Frequency/Row percent/Column percent

Non
Reader/
Writer

Limited
Reader/
Writer

Competent Total
Reader/
Writer

Non 18 6 0 24
Speaker 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.7

2.02 0.48 0.0 1

Lunit 620 419 50 18
Speaker 56.93 38.48 04.59 9

64.97 33.82 03.95 32.08

Proficient 251 814 1217 228
Speaker 11.00 35.67 53.33 2

28.23 65.70 96.05 67.22

Total 889 1239 1267 339
26.19 36.19 37.32 5

The confusion and failure to meet student need has been recently
documented in a survey of Chapter 1 programs. According to the findings of
the Council of Chief State Officers (1990), 'it appears that there is no
differentiation in the instructional services provided to Chapter 1-eligible
students and the instruction provided to Non-LEP Chapter 1 students? in
other words, LEP students arc treated in the same way as other lower achieving
students.
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The lack of clarity surrounding language proficiency and the social
circumstances defining it has also led to problems in both the study of
bilingualism and the evaluation of Title IV programs. De Avila and Duncan
(1980) reviewed over one hundred studies on the effeas of bilingualism
(proficiency in two languages) conducted in the United States over the past fifty
years and found that in only a few cases (four) the actual extent of bilingualism
was assessed. 'With rare exceptions, subjects were grouped on the basis of
ethnicity; proficiency was assumed without distinguishing it from dominance.
They found that the failure to control for the absolute language proficiency of
comparison groups had resulted in a confounding oflanguage with intellectual
development and cognitive style.

Confusion over language proficiency has also led to confounding with
social class and other variables. The paper by Dunn (1989) on the intelligence
of language minorities is a good example of confounding of language profi-
ciency and language minority group membership with social class variables.

In the area of program evaluation there is an even better example of
how the failure to distinguish proficiency from dominance and to operationalize
the former has resulted in fifteen years of equivocal results. The point is well
illustrated in the metaanalyses of bilingual educa.ion evaluations conducted by
Baker and De Kanter (1983) and in the reanalysis by XV illig (1985). A major
difference between the two sets ofanalyses, however, is the fact that while Baker
and De Kanter (and a good many others) made no attempt to account for
proficiency differences, Willig points out that

it is apparent that the equating of experimental and compari-
son groups on ABSOLUTE proficiency in both languages is
imperative if one is to make fair comparisons for purposes of
educational evaluation.

Willig's point is underscored by a survey by Development Associates (cited
above), which found that fewer than two percent of programs include assess-
ment of home language proficiency in program placement decisions.

While Baker and others (see Rosell, 1989) interpret the lack ofclear cut
findings to conclude that bilingual education does not work, Will ig argues for
random assignment in future studies. The technical and moral intricacies of
random assignment have been discussed at length by Campbell (1969). A
review of Campbell's comments is strongly recommended.
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My own conclusion is that we ait confronted with the same problems
as confronted us in the discussion of the entty-endt process. Until language
proficiency is defined in operational terms and tests have been successfully
validated against this definition (or other defnitions), evaluation of Title VII
programs and research on bilingualism will be compromised anti equivocal.

Although Sharon Duncan and I have been working on the problem
from our own point of view for some time and are encouraged by our progress,
I am not very optimistic about the near future, particularly when I review the
most recent Chapter 1 models for selecting LEP students and Title VII research
designs. Neither seems to recognize the importance of the distinctions dis-
cussed above. Moreover, to leave these complexities up to the schools in the
name of flexibility seems a cruel hoax, designed for failure. Until recently, with
the fiinding of the Evaluation Centers for Tide VII programs, it seemed that
whatever good came out of local attempts has been in spite of the confusion
exhibited by the leadership.

Taking Language ProficiencyApart and Putting it Back Together In A New Way

In the following section I describe the process whereby a set of test
items (created, I hope, in an "artful" manner) is used to develop a set ofsubscales
(that mirror educational/linguistic values) and then, from these subscales,
several types of total or summary scores. One such set ofsummaty scores comes
from the combination of listening, speaking, reading and writing. The
juxtaposition of literacy and oral skills taken from two different tests leads to
the Language Proficiency Index, a nominal scale, intended to describe different
types of students in a qualitative manner.

The creation of a score on an interval scale is the next step in the
process. By recombining listening, speaking, reading and writing according to
information processing principles of input and output, we were able to move
from the nominal categories of the LPI to an ordinal scale. Finally, wewere able
to move from a simple ordinal scale to a ratio scale and then on to an interval
scale.

The Language Proficiency Score (LPS) is possibly a useful metric upon
which to conduct a wide variety ofstatistical and mathematical operations. The
LPS is based on a good deal of information reduction. From over 200 test items
and exercises a single number is created. The question becomss whether or not
that single number reflects reality or the original empirical information
represented by the LPI described below. As will be seen, the process yields some
rather interesting results.
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Combining Apples and Oranges: Creating a Language Proficiency Score

Language proficiency has been described by various state and federal
regulations as consisting of listening, writing, speaking and listening. In
previous work, Duncan and De Avila discussed the merits of considering
literacy and oral skills simultaneously when making language proficiency
determinations. Toward this end, they introduced the concept of the Language
Proficiency Index (LPI; see below), which they defined as the student's level of
oral proficiency relative to his or her reading/writing level.

Although the LPI offers a faco-valid nominal categorization scheme, in
chat it clearly illustrates that not all LEPs are the same, it suffers from some of
the T2Me problems as other nominal categories in that direct comparisons are
not possible. Moreover, since the scheme is based on categorical distinctions
and not on ordinal scores, it is difficult to plot growth other than by counting
the numbers of students in each category. The LPS represents an attempt to
combine all four into a single score in order to create an ordinal scale that, in
turn, can be transformed into an equal interval scale.

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY INDM

LPI Category Description

1/2 LEPa low level R and W skills; mid level
1 /3 (limited) L and S skills

1/4 LEPb low level R and W skills; high level
1/5 (proficient) L and S skills

2/1
2/2 LEPc mid level R and W skills; mid level
2/3 (limited) L and S skills

2/4 LEPd mid level R and W skills; high level
(proficient) L and S skills

311 high level R and W skills; low level
(limited) L and S skills

3/2 LEPe high level R and W skills; mid level
3/3 (limited) L and S skills

3/4 FEP high level R and W skills; high level
315 (proficient) L and S skills

(RW/LAS-0). R = reading; W writinp L = listening; S speaking
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A seemingly straightforward approach to the creation of a single score would
be to add scores for each test component together on the assumption that their
respective scales are compatible. Several examples shown below were taken
from actual scores on one of the three tests that measure all four skill areas:

Reading/Writing Oral

Reading Writing Listening Speaking LPI

Expl 60 + 50 + 90 + 70 . 270 214
Exp2 40 + 30 + 95 + 95 = 270 1/5
Exp3 70 + 65 + 70 + 65 r= 270 2/3

The problem with this approach should be obvious. While the three
examples show rather different combinations of scores, they all received the
same total of 270. Similar problems occur with other approach= that fail to
distinguish between different configurations. The examples show that an
additive model would be unable to distinguish between a proficient speaker
who was a limited reader/writer and a proficient speaker with no literacy skills
at all. Similarly, neither could be distinguished from a student who was limited
in both areas.

The Language Proficiency Score represents an attempt to create 1
single metric that produces a unique score for different configurations of skills
and is ordinarily distributed. To accomplish this requires that we look at
language proficiency from a slightly more abstract point of view.

Virtually any communicative act can be described as consisting of
three elements, including the input, processing and ultimate output. Affect,
within this model, serves as a modifier variable, as a filter or perceptual/
motivational set (see Haber, 1966). It drives the system by focusing the
perceptual apparatus on the communicative act. The input/output continuum
can be seen in 2 variety of corresponding ways depending on discipline. For
example, linguists and educators alike have referred to receptive and expressive
skills. Others have described the process as reception and production and
applied the concepts to human and machine communication alike. Probably
the strongest influence in this direction has come from cognitive psychology
particularly from information processing theories (see Neisser, 1968).

The present approach largely represents an integration of linguistic struc:ures
and psychological processes. It also bears some limited resemblance to the ill
fated "language skills framework" developed by SWRL 2S part ef a large effort
to construct entry/exit criteria and associated assessment procedures for bilin-
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gual programs. The SWRL project, however, caved in under its own weight,
leaving districts to develop their own tests and procedures. The full systemwas
complex and ponderous; it is doubtful that it was ever used in a real setting.

The following is a fundamentally operational definition of *limited
English proficiency." It takes the four aspects of language proficiency as they
apply to a school context, and defines them accordingly.

Defining Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

Definition of terms

"LEP student"

A student from a home language other than English whose language profi-
ciency is such that the probability ofhis or her success in a mainstream/regular
classroom is less than that of comparable students.

"Comparable Student?

Students whose scores on standardized tests of academic achievement arc at or
about the national average or some other agreed upon cutoff score.

"Language Proficiency"

The set of combined skills in four linguistic domains including reading,
writing, listening and speaking. The combination ofscores from these domains
shall be reflective of the continuous natural variation in skill levels for the four
domains defining language proficiency.

"Probabil ity of Success"

The relative proportion of language minority students passing a standardized
test of academic achievement as a function their language proficiency.

Thus, given scores on a student's language proficiency in each of the
four domains, it should be possible to state a student's "chances for success" in
mainstream academic subject matter. For example, given X score on a test of
language proficiency, a student may be said to have Y chances for a passing score
at or above an agreed upon value.
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The value of the approach is that all terms included in the definition
can be operationally stated. Precise agreementwith respect to cutoetrqor-
dons aml all other numerical values can be em?irically stated or liAed.
Finally, additional values (e.g., teacher judgments) can be added to the
equations in order to adjust borderline scores at or about the cutoffs. The
question becomes one of deciding how to put tEngs togeler.

Regardless ofdiscipline, the constant or invariant process underlying
all forms of communication seems to be that the transmission of information
involves, at a minimum, a 'sender* of the information and a "receives" of the
information. How the information is received, processed and ultimately
transmitted :c at thc very heart of the study of mental processes. It is not our
purpose here to review the wealth ofliterature in this area but rather to borrow
the metaphor in a relaxed sense. We are not interftted in hectic academic
controversies surrounding the fine grain detail of the theories. Rather we have

employed the dist;nction as a shorthand, a way in which to group phenomena
hitherto grouped by default test usage.

Given this approach, traditional approaches to assessment by large
publishers would s'...em misdirected. Rather than grouping oral language skills
separately from literacy skills, it would seem more appropriate to group them
according to the above distinction. In this way =ding and listening would be
grouped under the rubric of "input,' "reception* and so on. Speaking and
writing would be grouped under "Output," "Production* and so on.

The Language Proficiency Score distinguishes input (receptive skills)
from output (productive skills) as shown in the following

LPS = (Listening + Reading) + 2*( Speaking + Writing)

Speaking and writing are weighted by a factor of two in order to reflect the
relative importance of production over reception. Language Proficiency Scores
for the three examples would be recalculated as shown below:

Receptive (I ut) Productive (Output)
Speaking WritingReading Listenin6

Expl . 60 + 90 +

Exp2. 45 + 95 +

Exp3. 70 + 70 +

2 x (50 + 70)
2 x (30 + 95)

2 x (65 + 65)
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The reorganization of read ing, writing, listening and speaking accord-
ing to the above discussion has the effect of spreading out the different test
configurations shown in the three examples. A major question to be addressed
in the future will be the extent to which the spreading out of scores faithfully
reflects the qualitative information contained in the LPI.

Sharon Duncan and I are currently involved in a number ofstudies to
examine more closely the empirical side of the approach. For example, in one
set of analyses we examined the relationship of Relative Language Proficiency
to the Language Proficiency Score in an effort to see to what extent qualitative
(LPI, nominal) and quantitative (LPI, ratio/interval) scales mesh. To test the
proposition that the LPS reflects the LPI we ran a series ofANOVA as discussed
in the preceding section. Results were supportive of the approach.

Probably one of the most immediate uses of the LPS is as an eligibility
score in the sense described by Campbell (1969). "When several criteria are
available they can be combined statistically into a single eligibility score."

In the near future we plan to examine further the nature/value of the
topology. Toward this end we plan to generate profile analyses of the most
frequently encountered LPIs selected from the frequency distributions of LPIs
such as shown on Table 2 below.

TABLE 2

Frequency Distribution: Language Proficiency Index or
STUDENT TOPOLOGY

Reading & Writing Level / Oral Proficiency Level

LP
1

N % LP
1

N % LP
1

N %

1/ 66 .0 2/ 31 .0 3/ 0.0 0.
1 24 1 14 1 0

1/ 11 .0 21 67 .0 3/ 36 0.
2 1 50 2 30 2 16

1/ 46 .0 21 15 .1 31 99 .0
3 2 3 7 57 3 45

1/ 7 .0 2/ 49 .2 3/ 366 .2
4 01 4 1 22 4 11

1/ 0 0. 2.1 24 1. 3/ 269 1.2
5 0 5 8 12 1 22
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Table 2 can be viewed in a variety of ways. For eumple, it is worth
noting that the most frequent LEP type, (the 3/4 and 315 were comprised
exclusively of monolingual English speakers) was the 2/4 or students with
proficient oral skills but limited reading and writing skills. Given the above
discussion on thc relationship between Title VII and Chapter 1, these would
be eligible for Chapter 1 services. On the other hand, the dara seem to indicate
that roughly 28 percent of those included in the study would have been
identified as eligible for Title VII sexvices. In summary, there were three groups
or classes ofstudents identified by the above approach. They include students
who are limited in both reading/writing and oral skills, students who are limited
in reading/writing skills but orally proficient and students who are proficient
in both oral and reading/writing skills. The small percentage of students who
were competent readers/writers but limited in oral skills (3/2 and 3/3) tended
to be secondary level recent arrivals who had studied English in the homeland.
Finally, notice that there were virtually no 1/5 or 3/1 students.

Future analyses will be direaed toward a more detailed (more quali-
tative/quantitative) analysis of the profiles of different student types based on
the Language Proficiency Index.

The Moral Imperative

The problems discussed above arise out of the fact that a great many
students need special help, and there are limited funds to go around. Hence,
a selection process is required to identify the most needy. The process of
selecting who gets served affects not onlywho goes in or out of the program but
how evaluations of program effectiveness are conducted. Random assignment,
which is the preferred procedure from the point of view of the evaluator/
researcher, is morally unacceptable from the point of view of the program
provider. Thus, there is an underlying moral issue.

The moral issue itself, however, offers a unique opportunity for
rigorous evaluation. Campbell (1969) has described a number ofpoints in this
connection. Campbell's anlitiMilLS regarding random assignment and evalu-
ation/experimental design are particularly relevant to the present discussion in
which identification and assignment to experimental or control group become
one and the same.

OBEMLA has outlined five approaches (models) to assess program
effectiveness (sec Rayford, et al.). They include pre/post, gap reduction,
nonequivalent comparison group, grade cohort and regression discontinuity.
In addition, elev en threats to validity have been identified as having various
effects on the five evaluation models listed above. Threats to the internal
validity of program evaluation range from confounding the effects with those
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of another to ill feelings on the part ofstudents not receiving program benefits.
Many of these threats have been alluded to in the above discussion, particularly
issues having to do with instrumentation, comparability of pre/post measures,
parallel forms and so on.

Of principal concern, according to OBEMLA, is that evaluations use
a nonproject comparison group as similar as possible to the project group (i.e.,
the Title VII students) except that they do not participate in the program. The
identification and selection of control group students is fraught with difficulty.
Moreover, the most rigorous designs may be impossible to implement because
of problems over and beyond the resources of all but a few projects. In fact, I
would argue that, as design specifications become more sophisticated and able
to accommodate greater control over threats to internal validity, the ability of
projects to implement such models is actually lessened. Not only are the
demands on the instrumentation and tests greater but so arc demands on
selection procedures, project personnel and financial resources.

In fact, given the above discussion on entry/exit issues and tests,
implementation of the more powerful models (e.g., gap reduction and regres-
sion discontinuity) is impossible at the local level in all but a very few districts.
Moreover, the funds necessary to conduct full scale evaluation are not readily
available. Finally, project personnel are often reluctant to participate in
evaluation, which appear to have effects on future funding and jobs. To do so,
some may feel, is a form of self-incrimination. OBEM LA wou:d do far better
to expand the role of the evaluation centers in this area, leaving the more
mechanical aspects of evaluation, such as data collection and testing functions,
at the local levels.

While some districts have been able to cake advantage of the Evalua-
tion Assistance Centers, most have not. The same can be said of the now
defunct Lau Centers. There are many reasons for this situation, a discussion
of which would lead the present discussion somewhat off the present purpose
or topic. Suffice it to say that without the Lau Centers things would have been
even worse. Moreover, the EACs offer a ray of hope in that their mandate is
directly related to assisting districts solve the problems under discussion.
Hopefully, their role will be strengthened in the future.

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

We have reviewed a number of issues and problems associated with the
creation and application of tests and decision models for determining entry/
eligibility, placementhreatment, anu reclassification/exit processes used to
remedy the limited English language proficiency ofstudents from homes where
English is not the primary language. Our review focused first on the problem
of definition. Two concepts critical to the assessment process were discussed,
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language dominance and language proficiency. It was argued that the concept
of language proficiency is not only more linguistically sound and scientifically
robust but more amenable to mathematical/statistical manipulation because of
the known properties of the test score distributions. A number ofthe ideas used
in this argument were then used to review some of the problems with current
testing practices related to eligibility, placement and reclassification. It was also

argued that the failure to work from a common set of defin itions and principles
has compromised not only the process of entry/exit but, in addition, both the
evaluation of Title VII programs and research on the effects ofbilingualism.

One of the major purposes of the discussion is to point out the need

to disentangle (operationalize) cause (limited language proficiency) and effect
(achievement in mainstream school settings) so that they can be refinmulated
into a meaningful calculus. One attempt was outlined. In the creation of the
LPS we have attempted to maintain the sense of the concepts underlying the
assessment oflanguage proficiencywhile, at the same time, reducing the process
to empirically testable steps. The need for other similar approaches should be
self-evident.

A principal problem with currently used tests stems from a lack of
conformity with standard psychometric practices. It is important to bear in
mind that the responsibility for fair testing practices resideswith test developer
and test user alike. Both have their responsibilities. In this regard the American
Psychological Association, working in collaboration with the American Edu-
cational Research Association, the National Council of Measurement in

Education and the Canadian Psychological Association, has recently prepared

a document on the "development of a code of fair testing practices." The
practices outlined in the publication of the proceedings of the Joint Committee
on Testing Practices (Fremer, Diamond & Camara, 1989) are as applicable to
language proficiency testing 2S to the testing of the general population. I

strongly recommend the review of these proceedings to test developer, user and

reviewer alike.

In many respects the guidelines outlined by the JCTP may be useful

as a way to standardize not only the development of tests but their use and
evaluation. Developers, users and reviewers would be working from a common
base. Developers would know what was expected of them. Users would know
what to expect, and reviewers would have a common ground on which to base
their reviews.

The XII) has outlined elements that should be borne in mind by test
developers and test users. The first addresses the processes of developing and
selecting tests. The sixteen practices concern such test development measures
as "explaining relevant measurement concepts as necessary for clarity" and,
from the point of view of the test user, becoming familiar with how the test was
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developed and tried out. Similarly, provision of interpretable test scores
requires care on the part of the developer as well as vigilance on the part of the
WC!.

Both test developer and user also have responsibilities to the test takers,
to inform them of the purpose of testing and of the uses to which the
information will be put. The major issue for the JCTP concerns the fairness
of test use. There are practices that can be exercised by both developer and user
to make tests fairer to students. In Fact, the issue for many is not so much the
validity of tests but rather the fairness with which they are used. It appears,
however, that being fair is not as easy as one would think.

4 7
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